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For decades the parameters of Cn2, the Fried parameter (r0), and the Greenwood
frequency (fG) have been used to characterize optically distorting flows and to guide the
design of systems to correct the resulting distortions. However, their use has become so
widespread that few stop to consider the origins and underlying assumptions of these terms.
In recent years interest has grown in use of airborne optical systems, but it is questionable
whether the aforementioned parameters can be applied to the conditions in the immediate
vicinity of such systems in flight in a meaningful way. Despite this, there are ways of finding
and expressing the relevant factors of such flows.
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Adaptive Optics
Length or diameter of an optical aperture
Structure parameter associated with a structure function for variations in property A.
Diameter
Actuator spacing
Structure function of variations in property A with respect to distance of separation r
Deformable Mirror
Kinetic energy spectrum, as a function of wavenumber
Spectrum of intensity variations in property A, as a function of wavenumber
Frequency
Greenwood frequency
Generic function of x
Bessel functions of the first kind
General constant
Wavenumber
Index of refraction
Optical Path Difference
Root mean square of OPD
Optical Path Length
Pressure
Power Spectral Density
Distance
Fried parameter
Length or diameter of a sub-aperture within an optical aperture
Temperature
Time
Tip-tilt
Convection velocity
Perpendicular velocity
Turbulent velocity
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Time average of quantity x
Net dissipation in a flow
Diffusion term related to property A.
Phase
Length scale of a streamwise optical disturbance
Phase variance
Wavelength of light

I. Introduction

M

OST people concerned with turbulence-induced aberrations on the figure of a laser-beam’s wavefront made to
propagate through the turbulence fall into two camps; they are familiar with the physics and effects of
propagation through either the atmosphere (atmospheric propagation) or high-speed turbulent flows in the vicinity of
the beam-director’s exit pupil (aero-optics). While the two propagation scenarios share the fact that the aberrations
are imposed by index-of-refraction variations within the turbulence, little else about the characteristics of these two
effects are the same. At the most-fundamental level, the causes of the index-of-refraction fluctuations are different.
In the case of atmospheric propagation, the index-of-refraction variations are due to temperature fluctuations caused
by very-large-scale (relative to the beam aperture) temperature gradients in a region of the atmosphere that itself is
in shear and has turbulence scales that cascade from the largest scales down to sub-aperture scales. In this case, the
temperature fluctuations are mixed, separated, and carried by the turbulence as a passive scalar. In the case of
weakly-compressible flows aero-optic aberrations are caused by density fluctuations that form in and around the
coherent structures in the turbulent flow.1 Because of the direct connection between coherent-structure size and the
amplitude of the density fluctuations, once the structures become small, they are no longer relevant to the optical
problem (i.e., less than a 5% intensity reduction in the far field). It is these differences in cause and effect that make
the characterization, prediction of effects and mitigation strategies so different.
At the heart of the field of atmospheric propagation is a single parameter, Cn2. As will be discussed in detail
below, Cn2 depends on the turbulence, carrying the temperature passive scalar, being Kolmogorov. If the turbulence
can be characterized as Kolmogorov this single parameter, Cn2, describes not only the scale size of the aberrating
index-of-refraction fluctuations, but also the magnitude of the aberration associated with them. Coupled with the
velocity of the air normal to the laser beam, all of the relevant optical parameters of the aberrating turbulence can be
deterministically derived, including the requirements for adaptive-optic mitigation systems. This is why the focus of
requests for research in aero-optics in the late 1980’s asked for determination of Cn2 for aero-optic flows.
Unfortunately, as will also be addressed in this paper, Cn2 is irrelevant to the characterization of aero-optic
turbulence since the range of scales over which aero-optic turbulence can be considered Kolmogorov places them
below the scale sizes that are relevant to the optical problem.
Because both camps of researchers focus on dealing with index-of-refraction induced wavefront aberrations and
mitigation approaches invariably make use of adaptive-optic schemes, it seems natural that researchers in both
camps should collaborate; however, a general lack of understanding of the physical basis for each group’s field of
study directly impedes communication between camps. In fact, even many of the researchers in the two camps are
so used to dealing with the constructs that have been developed for each field, they themselves are unfamiliar with
the basis for their approaches and simply make use of parameters such as Cn2, taking for granted that they need only
the parameter and not the basis for its origin. It is this common misunderstanding of the basic concepts leading to
parameters associated with atmospheric propagation and aero-optics that this paper attempts to address. In so doing,
we first take up the theoretical basis for Cn2 and associated parameters of the Fried parameter, r0, and the Greenwood
frequency, fG, that are associated with atmospheric propagation. This discussion is followed by a general description
of aero-optic aberrations caused by separated shear layers. This discussion includes an approach to inferring the
relevant scale sizes and aberration amplitudes associated with shear-layer-induced aero-optic effects.

II. Atmospheric Propagation
As noted previously, the standard models of the atmosphere used to express and predict the optical effect upon
light propagating through that atmosphere are based upon a set of simplifying assumptions.
A. Kolmogorov Turbulence
The Kolmogorov model of turbulence is a statistical, incompressible model, based largely on the idea of energy
being transferred between various length scales in the flow. At the largest scales are persistent eddies that act as the
energy supply for the turbulent flow. At the smallest scales, viscous forces become dominant, and the kinetic energy
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in the flow is dissipated, becoming heat. Between those
two extremes is an inertial range of scales, in energy is
neither added nor dissipated, but may be transferred
from one scale to another. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the
expected form of this spectrum. The peak in this curve
corresponds to the length scale of the large eddies, while
the downturn at larger wavenumbers reflects the viscous
dissipation occurring at smaller length scales.
In characterizing this behavior, it is assumed that the
flow has reached an equilibrium state, in which the
energy being transferred to a given length scale in the
inertial range equals the energy being transferred from
that length scale to other scales. As part of this
equilibrium state it is assumed that energy has also
spread evenly to all locations in the flow and all axes of
orientation, so that the flow is homogenous and
isotropic.
Figure 1. A sketch of a turbulent energy spectrum.
Kolmogorov2 proposed that in fully developed
turbulence of this sort, the properties in the inertial range were only dependent upon the flux of energy through those
scales. If the assumed equilibrium is to be maintained, then energy must be transferred from the large scales to the
small scales at a rate such that the total energy flux through a length scale of the inertial range must equal the net
dissipation (< >) occurring at the smaller scales. From this comes the expression for the kinetic energy spectral
density presented in Eq. 1.

E (k ) = K

2/3

k

5/3

(1)

The exponents in Eq. 1 are the result of dimensional analysis. E(k) has units of velocity-squared per
wavenumber, which can be written as length-cubed over time-squared. K is a numerical constant, the dissipation
term (< >) has units of length-squared over time-cubed, and the wavenumber (k) has units of length to the -1 power.
This -5/3 power law to describe the inertial range has been verified in numerous experiments.3
B. Structure Functions and Cn2
Related to this concept of a kinetic energy spectrum is the expression of a velocity structure function, defined as
the average of the square of the difference in turbulent velocity observed at two points separated by some distance r.

Dv (r ) = (v(0) v(r ) )

2

(2)

As the flow is assumed to be homogenous and isotropic, neither
the location of the first point, the orientation of the path
between the points, nor the direction of the velocity component
under consideration should have an effect on this structure
function. A sketch of the expected form of this structure
function over all scales is shown in Fig. 2. It should be kept in
mind when relating this to the energy spectrum of Fig. 1 that
the horizontal axis in this figure represents the separation
distance r, with units of length, rather than wavenumbers with
units of 1/length.
At the small scales, the structure function goes rapidly to
zero with decreasing r as dissipation and diffusion even out
variations at those scales. At the larger scales, the structure
function levels of to a constant value, as the flow observed at
Figure 2. A structure function for velocity
the two points becomes completely decoupled with large
variations in turbulent flow.
distances of separation. In the range of scales between, just as
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the energy spectrum has an inertial region characterized by k-5/3, the structure function has a range in which it can be
described by the expression:
2

Cv r 2 / 3 .

Dv ( r )

(3)

In the expression of Eq. (3), Cv2 is a constant to fit this approximation to a particular case, and to match units. As
more energetic flows will have greater fluctuations in observed turbulent velocity, this constant will rise and fall
with the turbulent energy of the flow and can be used as an indicator of the severity of the turbulence.
Obukhov4, examined the temperature field to be found in turbulence of this type, treating temperature as a
passive scalar which is carried with the flow and may diffuse into the flow, but has negligible effect upon the
behavior of the flow. Performing a similar analysis to that of Kolmogorov, he found that the variations in
concentration or intensity of such passive scalars could be expressed in terms of an energy spectrum, and while the
expression for this spectrum included an additional diffusion term ( T) the dimensional analysis produced the same
-5/3 power law with respect to wavenumber.

ET (k ) = K

1/ 3
T

k

5/3

(4)

Likewise, this temperature energy spectrum has an associated structure function, DT(r) which can be approximated
by DT(r) CT2r2/3 over the appropriate range.
Tatarski5 then built upon the work of Kolmogorov and Obukhov, relating this to the effect upon waves
propagating through the atmosphere. Variations in temperature and pressure of a gas or collection of gasses will
produce variations in density. By the Gladstone-Dale relationship6, these variations in density in turn produce
variations in the index of refraction (n). In air, for wavelengths in or near the visible range, this relationship can be
approximated as7

dn = 7.77 10

7

P dP
T P

dT
T

(5)

As noted, Kolmogorov turbulence is assumed to be an incompressible flow. In the free atmosphere, pressure
gradients severe enough to produce significant density variation on the length scale of most optical path diameters
tend to disperse at sonic speeds and the small pressure fluctuations that are coupled to velocity variations in
atmospheric turbulence tend to have a low order optical impact compared to the effect of temperature fluctuations8.
Under these conditions with these applicable approximations, one would then expect a structure function with
respect to the index of refraction, Dn(r) Cn2r2/3, such that

7.77 P
C =
10 7 T 2
2
n

2

CT2 .

(6)

Thus, Cn2, which is often used as the indicator of the strength of optical turbulence, has its origin as the parameter in
an r2/3 fit to the index of refraction structure function, based on a structure function of temperature variations, based
on Kolmogorov turbulence and the underlying assumptions thereof. It should also be kept in mind that the fit of
which Cn2 is a parameter only applies over the inertial range of the turbulence. In most optical applications dealing
with atmospheric flows, it is reasonable to assume that the large scale is so large as to have little effect on an optical
path, and the small scale contains relatively little energy.
C. The Fried Parameter
As noted in the introduction, variations in n produce variations in a wavefront of light as it propagates through
those variations. As light travels slower in areas with a higher index, the same absolute path length becomes
effectively longer or shorter from an optical standpoint in regions of greater or lesser n. The Optical Path Length
(OPL) can then be found by integrating through the values of n encountered along the path.
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s2

OPL = n( s )ds

(7)

s1

Often of more interest at the receiving point of the light is the Optical Path Difference (OPD), which is the OPL
with the mean removed, leaving only the relative differences in that path length. These path length differences can
then be scaled by the wavelength of the light ( ) to indicate differences in phase ( ) over the receiving plane.

( x, y ) =

2

(8)

OPD( x, y )

0

Differences in phase produce differences in amplitude and intensity as a wave propagates. This focus on OPD
and phase differences is one reason why the large scale of Kolmogorov turbulence can often be ignored, as
variations induced on a scale larger than a desired field of view or the diameter of a directed beam become irrelevant
to a particular optical application. One may define structure functions of phase variations (D ) and log-scale
amplitude variations (Dln(A)) seen at a receiving plane, much as structure functions are defined for properties in the
flow. If the flow is such that its optical effects over the relevant length scales can be characterized by Cn2, then a
combined structure function in variations seen at the receiving plane can be found as

D (r ) + Dln( A) (r ) = 2.91

2

2

s2

r 5 / 3 C n2 ( s)ds .

(9)

s1

This structure function goes according to r5/3 instead of r2/3, because these variations are a result of integrating
through all of the index variations described by an r2/3 structure function.
Fried9 assumed that if one was attempting to recover information from light received through an aperture, then
there would be some signal modulated onto a carrier wave, such that the amplitude of the carrier would be much
greater than the amplitude of the signal. This modulation might be one of amplitude, phase, or frequency. Based on
this assumption, a circular aperture of diameter d, and a combined structure function of the form in Eq. (9), a
normalized signal to noise ratio can be written in terms of d, normalized by some length scale r0:

d
32
= 2
r0
r0

d

1
r
cos 1
2
d
0

r
1
d

r
d

2

1/ 2

e

6.88 r
2 r0

5/3

rdr .

(10)

This function, shown in Fig 3, is asymptotic to a constant value
for large diameters, and proportional to the square of the diameter
for small apertures. The reasons for this can be visualized by
starting with an infinitesimal aperture. As the aperture is enlarged
the area of the aperture increases with the square of the diameter,
and proportionally more light is captured, providing more signal
strength to work with and improving the signal to noise ratio.
However, a larger aperture also captures larger propagation-induced
variations at the plane of the aperture, per Eq. (9). Thus a point of
diminishing returns is reached.
Setting r0 such that Eq. (9) equals 6.88(r/r0)5/3 normalizes the
curve of Eq. (10) to a value of 1 over the larger apertures and places
the intersection of the two asymptotes at the point where d/r0 = 1.
The behavior of this signal to noise function also indicates that
having an aperture larger than this value of r0 will not significantly
improve the signal to noise ratio of a signal or resolution of an
image. Taking the right-hand portion of Eq. (9), setting it equal to Figure 3. Fried’s normalized signal-to6.88(r/r0)5/3, and rearranging, r0 can be found to be:
noise ratio.9
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r0 = 0 . 423

3/5

2 s2

4

.

2
n

C ( s ) ds

2

(11)

s1

As r0 also represents a limit in improving the resolution of an image, it is often identified as the size of the
largest aperture that can be considered diffraction limited. However, this is an inherently imprecise definition, as any
variation from a planar or spherical wave over the aperture will result in a deviation from the diffraction-limited
case, even if that deviation is vanishingly small.
It so happens that the value of r0 arrived at as above is such that the mean-squared average of phase variations
observed within a circular aperture of diameter r0 is about 1.04 radians-squared. Thus, a more quantitative physical
interpretation often given for r0 is that it is the size of an aperture over which the root-mean-square phase variance is
approximately 1 radian. This commonly given definition of r0 is an incidental byproduct that is a few steps removed
from the basis of its definition.
In the design of systems for optical compensation and correction, r0 serves as a guideline for how many actuators
are needed within an interval for effective correction. If a continuous reflective sheet is used for correction, and the
actuators driving this sheet are separated by some distance da, then the expected phase variance remaining after
correction ( r), in radians squared, would be10
2
r

= 0 . 28

da
r0

5/3

rad

2

.

(12)

D. The Greenwood Frequency
Turbulence is rarely stationary. As winds carry turbulence through an optical path, or an optical path is slewed
through the atmosphere to track a target in relative motion, the distortions induced by the atmosphere will appear to
move across the aperture. This motion will relate the aforementioned length scales to temporal frequencies.
Fried and Greenwood coauthored a paper11 examining the power spectra of phase variations seen at an aperture,
with regards to the bandwidth required from actuators driving a segmented mirror to correct these aberrations. They
found power spectra associated with a deformable mirror for correcting piston alone, power spectra for tilt
correction, and differences in these spectra for segments on the edges of the segments surrounded by and influenced
by other segments of the mirror. While this level of detail in their analysis is laudable, it is also a bit much for
providing guidance in engineering applications. With this in mind, Greenwood12 simplified their work by first
looking at the case of piston-only correction, and then taking the limit as the segment size shrunk to zero. From this,
the power spectral density (PSD) for phase variations at an infinitesimal point in the aperture is found to be:

PSD ( f ) = 0.0326

s2

2

f

8/3

C n2 ( s ) V ( s )

5/3

ds ,

(13)

s1

for an optical path from s1 to s2. This expression allows for possible variations along the path in and the mean
velocity perpendicular to the path of propagation. (V)
Any form of optical correction applied is likely to have some frequency response, which can be expressed as a
complex function, H(f,fc), with fc indicating a characteristic frequency of the system. This correction will effectively
filter out part of the aberrations. The power spectral function of the residual, uncorrected phase error (PSDr) will
then be

PSDr ( f ) = 1 H ( f , f c ) PSD ( f ) .
2

(14)

The rms phase variance ( ) and residual phase variance after correction ( r) seen at the point in question
corresponds to the square root of the integral of these power spectra over all frequencies.
2
r

2
= PSDr ( f ) df = 1 H ( f , f c ) PSD ( f ) df .
0

0
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(15)

If the frequency response is assumed to have the form of a simple RC-filter,

H ( f , f c ) = (1 + i f / f c ) 1 ,
then for a desired value of

r

(16)

one should design a system with a characteristic frequency such that

f c = 0.102

2s

2

3/5
2

2
n

C (s) V (s)
r

5/3

ds

.

(17)

s1

As noted, the Fried parameter is associated with phase variances over an aperture with an rms value of 1 radian.
This value of 1 radian has also become associated with a manageable or acceptable level of phase variance, so it has
become common practice to set r in Eq. (17) to a value of 1 radian and to call the resulting value for fc the
Greenwood frequency. This frequency is commonly used as a guideline for the bandwidth required of a corrective
system intended to deal with optical turbulence.

III. Aero-Optics
As was previously noted, the atmospheric models
and related analysis and predictions of optical
turbulence are based on a number of simplifying
assumptions. The atmosphere is expected to be in
equilibrium, to be interacting only with itself, and to
be adequately described by incompressible forms of
the Navier-Stokes equations. The standard
expressions for optical turbulence make further
assumptions that all length scales of interest are
associated with the inertial range of Kolmogorov
turbulence and that variations in density and n are due
solely to variations in temperature.
Aero-optics deals with the flow around physical
objects, particularly the mounting for an optical
system and what ever that system is mounted on.
Figure 4 shows a sketch of various flows that might
be seen around a hemispherical turret mounted on a
surface. There is an incoming boundary layer along
the surface upstream of the turret, a necklace vortex Figure 4. Examples of aero-optic flows.
around the base of the turret, regions of separation
and reattachment, a shear layer associated with the separation region, and a wake with von Karman vortex shedding.
One thing that is immediately obvious from this figure is that the flow may have very different characteristics
depending on the location and orientation within the flow, which means the assumptions of isotropy and
homogeneity do not apply.
If the freestream velocity indicated in Fig. 4 is low enough that these flows can be considered incompressible,
which is likely to be the case for a ground-based system, then the optical effect of these flows is likely to be
negligible. However, recent decades have seen increasing interest in the use of airborne optical systems, with the
associated velocities required to keep many such systems in the air.
A. Compressible Shear Layers
Experimental studies of transonic flows over configurations such as the one shown in Fig. 4 have demonstrated
that the resulting flow structures are indeed a source of optical aberrations.13 Studies of transonic shear layers in
particular have shown that the rolling vortices making up such flows contain significant wells of low pressure14 not
predicted by incompressible theories, and that these low pressure regions can produce significant optical distortions
not predicted by models based solely on temperature differences.15 Figure 5. shows a PSD for the deflection of a
narrow beam passed through a shear layer comprised of a Mach 0.8 flow and a Mach 0.1 flow, at a point 13.4 cm
downstream from the origin of the shear layer. The peak in this spectrum occurs at a frequency corresponding to that
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of the “rollers” being carried by at the convective velocity. This frequency can be related to a length scale, , by the
convective velocity (UC) and the relationship

f =

UC

Figure 6. shows a plot of these length scales based on
the peak frequencies of PSDs generated from data taken at
multiple points in the Mach 0.8 shear layer. Once the
shear layer has fully developed, this vortex spacing grows
linearly with position. This is to be expected, as the
thickness of a shear layers grows linearly as it progresses
downstream, and it may be anticipated that streamwise
dimensions would grow in the same manner. What is
significant about these length scales is that they are on the
order of the distance downstream, having a ratio of
/x 0.42.

.

(18)

3.5

x 10
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kHz
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(cm)

Figure 5. Beam Jitter PSD from a compressible
shear layer.
Shear layers are of particular interest in aero-optics as
6
they may form over cavities or in any instance of
4
separated flow. Because of this, they are among the
flows most likely to occupy a position directly in a
2
desired optical path. Referring back to Fig. 4, if a beam
0
director or receiving aperture were located on the turret,
0
5
10
15
20
25
then any look angle directed downstream would be likely
position (cm)
to have part of the separation region and associated shear
layer covering a portion of the optical aperture in the
Figure 6. Optical disturbance length with shear turret. If the optical system were recessed into the
layer position.
surface instead of projecting out from the surface, then
the resulting cavity flow would also have a shear layer in the optical path.
From Figs. 5 and 6, it can be seen that the length scales containing the most energy and highest degree of
variations of n in such shear layers will not be significantly larger than the diameter of the optical path in question,
but may in fact be on the order of the path diameter or somewhat smaller. Because of this, the sources of significant
optical distortion in these flows can not be characterized by the -5/3 power law of Kolmogorov turbulence or the 2/3
law of an associated structure function. Therefore there is no value of Cn2 such that the expression r2/3Cn2 will
approximate the optical characteristics of the flow, and Eqs. 9, 11, 13, 17 and any other expression dependent upon
Cn2 and this approximation can not be relied upon. Having a dominant or peak frequency in the observed jitter
signals has also been observed in flow over a turret13 of the sort in Fig. 4. despite the fact that such flow may
correspond only partially to a canonical shear layer. It has also been observed in compressible boundary layers.16
While aero-optic flows do not follow the aforementioned rules of scale for atmospheric flows, they do tend to
have a characteristic length scale and associated frequency, as shown for shear layers in Figs. 5 and 6. This is
because these flows are not in the equilibrium state that is assumed for Kolmogorov turbulence, in which energy
would have spread to all locations, length scales, and axes of orientation. Instead the significant contributors to
optical distortion in aero-optic flows tend to be found in a band of length scales and frequencies, produced by the
interaction of the flow with some physical object and short-term development of the flow thereafter. Over time, the
energy introduced in this manner is likely to be dispersed and transferred until it reaches the Kolmogorov state, but
by then it will most likely have passed far downstream and out of the optical path. Since the primary sources of
optical distortion are associated with a relatively narrow set of frequencies, then it may be possible to examine the
effects by approximating the distortions with a single frequency and length scale.
8
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This is not to say that Kolmogorov turbulence may not be observed in these flows. In fact, it will most likely be
present in the incoming air, as well as being the eventual end state for energy introduced into the flow through
interaction with a turret or other physical structure. A self-similar range of sorts can be observed at higher
frequencies in much of the data gathered in studying aero-optic flows.13,16,17 However, by definition, the energy
associated with those frequencies is less than that for the peak frequency and these Kolmogorov-style effects are
likely to be of secondary importance relative to the effect of compressible coherent structures, provided those
structures are on the order of, or smaller than the diameter of the optical path through the flow.
The nature of the spectrum and length scales associated with these flows and the role of pressure variations in
producing optical distortions is significant as it separates the field of aero-optics from other studies of nonKolmogorov turbulence. Other studies18,19,20 have commonly dealt with types of atmospheric turbulence, in which
the flow may still be self-similar, characterized by a power law even if it is not the power-law predicted my
Kolmogorov. Even in cases in which this does not apply, the mechanism producing optical effects has still been
assumed to be temperature-based, rather than due to compressible pressure effects.

wavefront

wavefront

B. Tip-Tilt Correction
The original goal of these studies was to provide
optical correction. A partial schematic of the system to
be used in providing this correction is shown in Fig. 7.
An important aspect of this system is that the correction
is provided in two stages. The first stage is a flat mirror
mounted on actuators and used to center the beam onto a
quad-cell sensor. This form of beam steering to keep the
system centered on a target will hereafter be referred to
as tip-tilt or T/T correction. The second stage of
correction uses a deformable mirror (DM) to remove the
phase variances remaining on the wavefront after it has
been redirected by the T/T mirror. Two-stage correction
of this type, with a beam-director or tracking system and
a system for higher-order corrections as separate
subsystems, is a fairly common arrangement in Figure 7. Two-stage optical correction in the Notre
Dame AO system.
applications for adaptive optics (AO).
Figure 8 shows two examples of T/T correction for a
1.5
wavefront distorted into the form of a sine wave,
1
sin(x)
modeling an aero-optic distortion with a single
0.5
linear fit
0
characteristic frequency and length scale. It should be
tilt removed
-0.5
noted that tilt, in this case is defined as a linear fit to the
-1
Aperture
wavefront over the indicated aperture. This definition of
-1.5
0
2
4
6
tilt, known as Zernike tilt or Z-tilt, differs from gradient
x
tilt or G-tilt,21 which would be an average of the slopes
and gradients observed within the aperture. Preliminary
1.5
studies at Notre Dame indicate that Z-tilt more closely
sin(x)
1
corresponds to the tilt measurement provided by a quad
0.5
linear fit
cell, as is used in the in-house AO system at Notre
0
tilt removed
Dame,
while a true centroiding system tends to indicate
-0.5
22
Aperture
G-tilt.
-1
-1.5
The first example in Fig. 8 shows a simulated
0
2
4
6
wavefront with a sine-shaped distortion of a length scale
x
larger than the aperture. Over this aperture, containing
Figure 8. T/T correction for different length scales. only part of a single cycle of the disturbance, significant
tilt is observed and removing this tilt greatly reduces the
magnitude of the distortions within the aperture. The simulated wavefront in the second example of Fig. 8 has an
aberration of the same amplitude, but with a higher frequency and shorter length scale, so that multiple cycles of the
disturbance can be observed within the aperture. The linear fit representing Z-tilt across the aperture indicates very
little tilt and removing this tilt has negligible effect upon the amplitude of the disturbance.
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C. The Aperture Filter
As was discussed in section II.D, the Greenwood frequency was arrived at by envisioning a possible corrective
system as a filter with a transfer function that removed optical distortions to greater or lesser effect at different
frequencies. This can be done with T/T correction. For this study, the gain on this filter (G) is defined as the timeaveraged rms OPD (OPDrms) remaining within an aperture after T/T correction, divided by the OPDrms without
correction, which also corresponds to the OPDrms observed over an infinite aperture with correction.

(OPD

G ( Ap ) =

rms

(OPD

( Ap )

)

2

)
rms ( A p =

(19)

)

2

For a wavefront of the form g(x,t), OPDrms, as a function of time over an aperture with T/T removal, will be:
Ap

OPDrms (A p , t ) =

{g ( x, t ) [A(t ) + xB(t )]}2 dx

(20)

0

where A and B in Eq. 20 are the coefficients of a linear fit to the overall tilt and piston present in g(x,t). It just so
happens that finding values for A and B to minimize the function inside the square root in Eq. 20 is the basis for
performing such a linear fit, which explains why T/T removal tends to reduce the magnitude of aberrations. These
equations represent a one-dimensional aperture, of the sort shown in the examples of Fig. 8. This analysis can also
be performed over a two-dimensional circular aperture with an additional coefficient and an additional integration
for the second dimension.
( Ap / 2 ) 2 x 2

OPDrms (Ap , t ) =

( Ap / 2 )

2

x

2

Ap / 2

{g ( x, t ) [A(t ) + xB(t ) + yC (t )]}2 dxdy

(21)

Ap / 2

By setting the modeled disturbance, g(x,t) to a sine wave of period and varying this period, it can be found that the
effective gain for a T/T corrective system across a one-dimensional aperture can be expressed as
2

3
Ap

G

Ap

2

+

4

Ap

4

+ 3 2

2

2

Ap

Ap

cos2

=

Ap

4

+6

Ap

sin

Ap

cos

Ap

,

(21)

4

while T/T correction over a circular aperture has a gain of

G

Ap

4

Ap

J0

Ap

2

+

Ap

4

8 J1

Ap

=

2

+ 64
Ap

Ap

J0

Ap

J1

4
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Ap

2

Ap

J1

Ap

2

(22)

G

J0 and J1 indicate Bessel functions of the first kind. Of
Aperture Filter Gain
1
course, this analysis assumes that there is no error in
measuring the wavefront or delay in implementing the
0.9
correction. Equations 21 and 22 are plotted in Fig. 9.
0.8
The non-denominational “frequency” of Ap/ can be
0.7
linked to a real frequency by scaling by the aperture size
0.6
in a particular case and through applying Eq. 16. The
0.5
one-dimensional version has a 50% (3-dB) cutoff around
Ap/ = 0.85, while this occurs near Ap/ = 0.93 for the
0.4
two-dimensional circular aperture.
0.3
While this analysis is based upon a very simplified
0.2
model of the optical distortions as a sine wave, it should
1-D aperture
0.1
be possible to build up any disturbance out of a Taylor
Circular aperture
0
series of sine and cosine functions. Additionally, these
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
filter functions have been found to accurately describe
Ap/
the effect of T/T correction within an aperture upon the Figure 9. Effective gain for T/T correction over an
somewhat wider range of frequencies found in a shear aperture.
layer as shown in the PSD of Fig. 5 and even in tracking
tests through optical distortions based on Kolmogorov models.23
D. Higher-Order Correction
While this analysis provides guidelines for the effectiveness and
frequency requirements of a T/T system to be applied in a given set of
conditions, it does not fully provide substitutes for the commonly used
indicators of atmospheric propagation. The values of r0 and fG are
often applied in the design of higher-order corrective systems, not just
T/T correction.
To explore these effects, the simple sine-wave optical disturbance
model is once again applied. However, instead of a single linear fit
across the entire aperture, the aperture is divided into a number of subapertures. A linear fit is applied to the simulated wavefront across
each sub-aperture, with the condition that the endpoints of these linear
functions must match at the boundaries between sub-apertures. It is,
in effect, a first-order spline fit to the wavefront over these regions,
intended to represent a correction system in the form of a segmented
mirror, as represented by the drawing in Fig. 10.
Figure 10. Segmented mirror / firstResults of simulated corrections of this sort are shown in Fig. 11. order spline correction.
As one might expect, applying correction over an increasing number
1st-Order Spline Fit Correction
1
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0.6
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2
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Figure 11. Results of simulated first-order spline correction (a) scaled to full aperture dimensions (b)
scaled to sub-aperture dimensions.
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of smaller sub-apertures within a fixed aperture allows a corrective system to deal with optical distortions associated
with smaller length scales and higher frequencies. This is shown by the gain curve moving to the right with
increasing number of sub-apertures in Fig. 11a. However, the endpoint condition imposed at the boundaries between
sub-apertures causes the shape of this curve to change as more sub-apertures are added.
Figure 11b scales the results seen in Fig 11a by the dimensions of the sub-aperture (subAp) rather than the full
aperture, and includes results for 20, 50, and 100 sub-apertures. From this, it would appear that a corrective system
of this sort converges on a smooth curve. An analytic expression for this curve has not yet been found, but it appears
to have a 50% cut-off at a point of subAp/
0.5. This would seem to indicate that a minimum of two sub-apertures
per length scale of an expected disturbance is required for effective optical correction. Again, these non-dimensional
ratios can be tied to a frequency and a bandwidth requirement for actuators driving the corrective system through
Eq. 18.

IV. Conclusion
Models of atmospheric turbulence and the associated optical distortions are based on assumptions and conditions
that are unlikely to be applicable in the case of aero-optic flows. Because of this, a number of standard indicators for
aspects of the flow and guides to engineering compensation for the optical effects of the flow may be ill-defined or
applied in misleading ways. However, the nature of those flows is likely to suggest a characteristic length scale and
frequency, though this must be judged on a case by case basis, and may change with look angle through the flow.
While the necessary guidelines for actuator spacing and bandwidth for designing an optical system for correction
and compensation can be found for aero-optic flows, there is currently no single number or parameter that will sum
up all aspects of the flow as Cn2 does for atmospheric propagation. It might be possible to find an equivalent for Cn2
based on Strehl ratios or phase-variance produced by a flow, but this would be misleading as these flows do not have
the properties that define and in turn are defined by Cn2.
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